These product models are designed to be assembled just like the actual physical units. A Bookmark starter has a “Used with adders” feature. For a stand-alone unit use the default “Standalone unit” option.

For a starter that will be used to build a run, choose the “Used with adders” option. That will remove an end panel. The unit will appear identical to an adder but it will report as a starter in the calculation.

Then snap adders to the starter unit to build out the run:
The last step is to add back the end panel that was removed by the “Used with adders” option. You’ll need to choose the correct size end panel from the catalog.

In the illustration below you’d add a 21-4812-EP. It will only snap to the correct height adder.

End panels won’t report in the calculation since they’re really part of the starter unit. All design line bookcases use the same 21 series adders and differ only by the end panels on the starter unit.
MAGAZINE SHELVES

Magazine shelves appear as separate kits in the catalog:

The kits are for 42”H, 48”H, 60”H, 72”H and 84”H units, in both wood and steel and are only used with 12”D Sgl Face units and 24”D Dbl Face units. Just drag the appropriate height kit into a layout and it will snap into the standard shelving unit:

Shelf kits can snap to one or both sides of a double face shelving unit.